
How to get Fortnite vBucks Free 
Another season of Fortnite has been released by Epic Games and with this comes another new set of 
cool Fortnite skins, Fortnite avatars and Fortnite guns. But one thing which is common in all this is you 
need Fortnite vbucks to buy all the cool things in the game. Need that cool Harley Queen Skin in 
Fortnite? Well you would need fortnite vbucks.  

To get Fortnite vbucks using our website is very easy. All you have to do is follow the following steps 

-Click on "Click Here" button below and go to our website 

-Enter your Fortnite Username and select your device. This step is very important else we won't be 
able to credit your vbucks if you enter a wrong username. 

-Select the amount of vbucks that you want. Our vbucks generating algorithm will look up the internet 
for unused fortnite vbucks codes and will generate real vbucks for you.  

- Once the vbucks are created the website will ask you to perform certain tasks. These tasks are for 
manual verification to ensure that our website isn't misused by bots.  

-Once you pass the verification vbucks are credited to your account. 

Click below to get your vbucks 

 

So, what are these fortnite vbucks anyways. Fortnite vbucks are the in game currency in the game 
Fortnite. These vbucks are needed by the players if they want to buy any in game items such as 
Fortnite skins or premium guns. The place where you get these in game items are inside the Fortnite 
game store. 

So then how do gamers get these coveted vbucks in fortnite.  

Normally, players are expected to pay for these vbucks in the epic games fortnite store. You can buy 
fortnite vbucks for different prices like you can get 5000 fortnite vbucks for nearly 34$. Similarly, you 
can buy different packs of fortnite vbucks. However, the problem becomes that the average age of 
players playing fortnite in general and the ones who generally end up buying fortnite merchandise is 
less than 18 years old. Now, its obvious that you can't expect a crowd of such age to have credit cards 
or enough money to spend on in game items when they have to live with daily school and college 
expenses and have student loans on their heads.  

This has led to gamers playing fortnite to find alternate means of finding out ways to get free fortnite 
vbucks. One of the ways to get vbucks in fortnite for free is by participating in various fortnite vbucks 
giveaways. These giveaways are generally held by different Fortnite playing Youtube gaming channel 
streamers. However, an indetail look at some of these youtubers giveaways has helped us unearth 
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https://bit.ly/2SRySJ1


some false giveaways where these youtubers just troll their viewers and never give them any vbucks. 
This is highly disappointing for the gamers of fortnite who participate in these giveaways.  

Other ways of getting free vbucks in fortnite is by participating in certain programs like Google 
Opinion rewards. Google opinion rewards is an app for android and ios users. It hands out certain 
points to users in exchange for filing up their surveys. These points can then be redemeed to get in 
game currencies like Fortnite vbucks.  
 

But such surveys offer very little in terms of points and get a lot of work done in return from you. In a 

way the process is extremely frustrating. So, then what is the solution. Well, the best way is to get 

fortnite vbucks through a website which redeems the unused fortnite vbucks codes and generates 

vbucks and gives it to you. Such as ours. Every year thousands of players who buy Fortnite vbucks gift 

cards never use it and it ends up unused. These unused codes are scanned by our fortnite vbucks 

scanner and then the vbucks are generated using these codes and then given to the users. To get the 

vbucks using our website just ensure that you are correctly following all the steps given above. 
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